By REVENGE SHARK p, 3, 1:50.2f -'23, BT 1:48.3 ($425,107). Sire of 5 in 1:55 - 8 in 2:00 including MY DADDYS REVENGE p, 2, 1:52.4 -'22, BT 1:51.3-22 ($110,232); GHOST SHARK p, 2, 1:51.3, 3, 1:51.3f -'23, BT 1:51.0 -'23 ($59,081); FILLYS REVENGE p, 2, 1:57.0, 3, 1:55.1- '23, BT 1:54.0 -'22 ($32,028); UNHYNGED SPEED p, 2, 1:57.2, 3, 1:53.4f -'23, BT 1:51.3s -'23 ($37,837) etc.

**1st dam BESTOFBOTHWORLDS** p, 3, 1:50.4 ($260,857) 10 wins, by CAMBEST p,T1:46.1. At 3, winner of KYSS div and final at The Red Mile, Preferred at Mohawk; second in KYSS div at The Red Mile; third in Open at Woodbine. From 7 foals, dam of 4 winners (1 in 1:51, 2 in 1:53, 3 in 1:55, 4 in 1:57 including)

---

**THE DARK SHADOW** (g, Shadow Play) p, 2, 1:54.1s, 3, 1:51.1f, 1:50.0f, BT 1:48.4 -'22 ($519,676) 41 wins. At 2, second in ONSS Gold leg at Mohawk, ONSS Grassroots div (twice), ONSS Grassroots Final elim at Mohawk; third in ONSS Grassroots Final final at Mohawk; third in ONSS Grassroots div at Grand River. At 3, fourth in Preferred at The Meadows. As aged, winner of Bill Dailey Memorial leg at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing, James K Hackett Memorial elig at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing, Open at圈Circle, at Northfield Park; second in Bill Dailey Memorial leg at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing, open at Hollywood Gaming At Dayton, open at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing; third in Bill Dailey Memorial final at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing, GYS Series div at The Meadowlands, Open (4 times).

---

**DONT MACH MIA** (m, Mach Three) p, 3, 1:54.1h, 1:52.3f, BT 1:51.3h ($179,217) 20 wins. At 2, second in INSS - Silver leg (twice) at Hoosier Park; second in INSS leg elim and final at Woodbine Mohawk Park; fourth in MLIFELADY div at Yonkers. As aged, second in Pop Up Event for Fillies and Mares leg at Woodbine Mohawk Park; third in Pop Up Event for Fillies and Mares leg at Woodbine Mohawk Park.

---

**ODDS ON FIREBALL** (m, Rockin Image) p, 2, Q2.03.0h, 3, 1:56.3f ($12,805) 1 win. At 2, third in Pop Up Event at Woodbine Mohawk Park; at 3, winner of POP UP Event for Fillies and Mares leg at Woodbine Mohawk Park; at 4, second in MACHAROUNDTHECLOCK (m, Mach Three) p, 2, 1:53.4f, 3, 1:51.1s, BT 1:50.3s ($501,013) 22 wins. At 2, second in Battle of the Belles final at Grand River, ONSS Gold elim at Georgian Downs; second in Battle of the Belles elim at Grand River, Eternal Camnation S. div at Mohawk, Shes A Great Lady S. elim at Mohawk; third in ONSS Gold elim at Georgian Downs. At 3, winner of Canadian Breeders Ch. elim at Mohawk; second in ONSS Gold leg at Mohawk, ONSS Gold Med Summer Challenge final at Mohawk. At 4, winner of Petticoat Series div and final at Yonkers; third in Petticoat Series leg (twice) at Yonkers. Dam of Fourever Boy p, 2, 1:53.2f, 3, 1:49.0f -'22, BT 1:48.2 -'22 ($842,760); LIKE CLOCKWORK p, 2, 1:52.2f, 1:50.0, BT 1:49.0 ($344,718); LOUIE LOUIE p, 2, 1:55.0f, 3, 1:54.1f, 1:50.4f -'23, BT 1:50.3f -'23 ($207,309); LOUIE LOUIE p, 3, 1:50.4f, 3, 1:50.2f -'23, BT 1:50.0f -'23 ($140,744) etc.

---

**2nd dam SUMMERS SOUL** p, 3, 1:54.3z, 4, 1:52.1 ($110,068) 11 wins. At 3, second in Jersey Girls Series leg at The Meadowlands; third in Jersey Girls Series leg at The Meadowlands. From 14 foals, dam of 10 winners (3 in 1:51, 5 in 1:53, 6 in 1:55, 8 in 1:57 including)

---

**ALWAYS THE SUN** (g, Always A Virgin) p, 2, 1:54.1, 3, 1:51.3, 4, 1:51.0f, BT 1:49.1s ($608,933) 46 wins. At 2, fourth in INSS-Silver leg (twice) at Hoosier Park; second in INSS leg elim and final at Hoosier Park; third in INSS elim (twice) at Hoosier Park; third in INSS elim at Hoosier Park. As aged, third in The Dan Messner leg at Hoosier Park.

---

**MACHAROUNDTHECLOCK** (m, Mach Three) p, 2, 1:53.4f, 3, 1:51.1s, BT 1:50.3s ($501,013) 22 wins. At 2, second of Battle of the Belles final at Grand River, ONSS Gold elim at Georgian Downs; second in Battle of the Belles elim at Grand River, Eternal Camnation S. div at Mohawk, Shes A Great Lady S. elim at Mohawk; third in ONSS Gold elim at Georgian Downs. At 3, winner of Canadian Breeders Ch. elim at Mohawk; second in ONSS Gold leg at Mohawk, ONSS Gold Med Summer Challenge final at Mohawk. At 4, winner of Petticoat Series div and final at Yonkers; third in Petticoat Series leg (twice) at Yonkers. Dam of Fourever Boy p, 2, 1:53.2f, 3, 1:49.0f -'22, BT 1:48.2 -'22 ($842,760); LIKE CLOCKWORK p, 2, 1:52.2f, 1:50.0, BT 1:49.0 ($344,718); LOUIE LOUIE p, 2, 1:55.0f, 3, 1:54.1f, 1:50.4f -'23, BT 1:50.3f -'23 ($207,309); LOUIE LOUIE p, 3, 1:50.4f, 3, 1:50.2f -'23, BT 1:50.0f -'23 ($140,744) etc.

---

**BESTOFBOTHWORLDS** (m, Cambest) p, 3, 1:50.4 ($260,857) 10 wins. As Above. At 2, fourth in TAPIOCA BLUES (g, No Pan Intended) p, 2, Q2.03.0s, 3, 1:55.4f, 4, 1:53.2f, BT 1:53.0f ($202,346) 33 wins. At 3, winner of Central Huron S. leg at Clinton; second in Central Huron S. leg at Clinton; third in City Of London S. leg at Woodbine, Ontario Sires Autumn Series leg at Woodbine.

---

**SOUL PATROL** (g, The Ponderosa) p, 3, 1:53.4, 1:50.3 ($180,963) 40 wins. At 2, winner of KY Fair S. div at The Red Mile; third in KY Fair S. div at The Red Mile, PASS div at The Meadows. At 3, third in American National S. elim at Balmoral Park, Review S. div at Springfield, Tompkins-Geers S. div at Scioto Downs. Dam of FOUR DIAMONDS p, 2, Q2.03.2f, 3, 1:57.1f, 1:53.3h, BT 1:52.3f ($149,272) etc.

---

**IL Conceived** IL Foaled

---

**State Engagements**